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Abstract

An implementation of a construct similar to callcc, known in the functional
programming world, is shown in the context of the WAM, and more particular in
hProlog. The idea behind this implementation is easy to adapt to many Prolog
implementations.

1 Introduction
The callcc function, or call-with-current-continuation, is well known in functional pro-
gramming circles1, while logic programmers seem not to miss it. However, in the
context of [4], we felt the need for a Prolog variant of this function. Its implementation
turns out to be very easy, especially when the related catch&throw has been imple-
mented before, for instance as in [2]. We assume the reader is familiar with the WAM,
see [5] or [1]. Section 2 describes the meaning of two new predicates and Section
3 gives all the details of the implementation. The usefulness of the predicates is not
discussed here: it is the subject of a forthcoming new version of [4].

2 Semantics
Two new predicates are proposed:

• callcc(Goal,Term1): Goal must be a callable term, and Term1 is any term; callcc/2
calls Goal; if Goal succeeds without calling a matching continue/1, Term1 does
not change

• continue(Term2): Term2 is any term; if the goal continue(Term2) is executed in
the scope of the Goal called by callcc/2, then execution discards the current (for-
ward) continuation and continues execution after the goal callcc/2, after unifying
Term1 with Term2; continue/1 matches in this case with the closest callcc/2 goal;
it is an error to call continue(Term2) is outside the scope of any Goal called by
callcc/2

1See for instance http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Continuation passing style
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These predicates a very similar to catch/3 and throw/1: the following differences
are worth nothing - assume that there was a goal catch(Goal,Ball1,Handler) and in the
scope of Goal there is a call throw(Ball2):

• throw/1 discards both the forward and backtracking continuation up to the match-
ing call to catch/3; continue/1 only discards the forward continuation

• throw/1 makes a copy of Ball2 (let’s name it Ball2Copy) and then undoes the
bindings up to the catch/3; continue/1 does not make a copy of its argument

• if Ball1 and Ball2Copy do not unify, a matching call to catch/3 higher up in the
execution is searched for; if Term1 does not unify with Term2, this results in fail-
ure of the continuation of the callcc/2 goal, and backtracking occurs, potentially
into Goal

• as for callcc/continue, it is as if the Handler is true

A small example examplifies how the two new predicates work:

p(Term1) :- callcc(q,Term1), writeln(term1 = Term1).

q :- Term2 = foo(_,bar), writeln(term2 = Term2),
continue(Term2), writeln(this_is_not_executed).

?- p(X).
term2 = foo(_302,bar)
term1 = foo(_302,bar)

X = foo(_,bar)
Yes

?- p(asd).
term2 = foo(_309,bar)
No

The first query above shows that no copy of Term2 is made. The second query
shows that the computation fails if Term1 does not unify with Term2. Both queries
show that the continuation after the continue/1 call is discarded.

3 The implementation
Given the similarity between catch&throw and callcc&continue, it is no surprise that
their implementation is similar as well. The implementation of callcc&continue is
actually simpler. Below is the Prolog code for callcc&continue, together with their
WAM code as generated in hProlog[3]. The implementation uses two new low-level
built-ins: after callcc/0 and unwind stack callcc/0. Their C-implementation is also
shown.
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allocate 3
callcc(Goal,Term1) :- getpvar Y2 A2

call(Goal), call call/1
T = ’@@@’, put_atom A1 ’@@@’
after_callcc, builtin_after_callcc_0
(T == ’@@@’ -> test_term_equal_atom A1 ’@@@’ L1

true dealloc_proceed
;

T = Term1 L1: getpval Y2 A1
). dealloc_proceed

continue(Term2) :-
unwind_stack_callcc. builtin_unwind_stack_callcc_0

proceed

builtin after callcc 0 basically is a nop: it is needed only as a marker in the code of
callcc/2 so that unwind stack callcc/0 can recognize the matching callcc/2 goal. The
code for unwind stack callcc/0 is below: when continue/1 is called, there is supposed
to be a continuation pointer pointing just after the instruction call call/1; since un-
wind stack callcc looks for the marker builtin after callcc 0 the length of the put atom
instruction must be added to continuation pointers while traversing the environment
stack (in hProlog, it is named the local stack, hence begin ls). In the code, mach is a
structure containing all relevant WAM registers.

{
codep tmppc;

tmppc = unwind_stack_callcc(&mach);
if (! tmppc) raise_exception;

pc = tmppc;
goto *pc;

}

codep unwind_stack_callcc(struct machine *machp)
{

codep cp;
long *e = machp->E;
cp = machp->CONTP + put_atom_len;

while ( (*cp != after_callccinstr) && (e != begin_ls))
{
cp = (codep)(*(e+1)) + put_atom_len;
e = (dlong *)(*e);

}

if (e == begin_ls) // matching callcc not found
return(0);

machp->E = e; // the forward continuation is discarded
return(cp);

} /* unwind_stack_callcc */

unwind stack callcc traverses the local stack upwards, starting at the the most re-
cent environment, until it finds a continuation pointer pointing (nearly) at the builtin after callcc 0
instruction, or it hits the bottom of the local stack. The latter indicates that there was
no matching callcc found.
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The communication between the continue(Term2) goal and the callcc(Goal,Term1)
goal happens through A1, the first WAM argument register2.

Let us assume that at the call of callcc(Goal/Term2) Term2 is not equal to @@@.
There are two ways to arrive at the builtin after callcc 0 instruction:

• a call to continue/1 was made in the scope of Goal: the instruction put atom
A1 @@@ is skipped (since unwind stack callcc returns the code pointer to the
builtin after callcc 0 instruction, and Term2 is still residing in A1; since Term2
is not equal to @@@, Term1 is unified with Term2 - the desired behaviour

• there was no call to continue/1 in the scope of Goal: after Goal has finished, the
atom @@@ is put in A1, and Term1 is left unchanged (another choice could be
to raise an exception) in the then-branch of the if-then-else

To make this schema work, one must make sure that the user cannot use the atom
@@@ as the first argument of continue/1. How this can be achieved depends on the
particularities of the Prolog system. It is also clear that the two low-level built-ins
should not be used anywhere else, e.g., by letting the compiler generate them only
while compiling the callcc/2 and continue/1 predicates.
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